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Apple's iTunes 8.2.1 update kills sync with Palm Pre ... When they unveiled the feature, handset maker Palm boasted about
their smartphone's .... One of the great things about the Palm Pre is that it slightly clunkily syncs ... iTunes update, version 8.2.1
kills the 'unauthorized' Pre syncing ability. ... the option of purchasing Markspace's Missing Sync for the Pre which at $40 ....
One of Palm's (PALM) selling points for the Pre -- that it synced with Apple's ... Engadget confirms that the iTunes 8.2.1
update breaks the Pre's ability to sync. No surprise: iTunes syncing is a great feature, and Apple has every .... Over the past 24
hours, Apple has released updates for both iTunes ... While both are seemingly minor on the feature front, each packs a bit of ...
In real people speak, this means “blocks the Palm Pre from syncing with iTunes”.. (Before the iTunes Store existed, people used
the program to rip and ... your computer to sync it (instead of doing so wirelessly, through iCloud), .... Just a week after Apple
killed the Pre's ability to sync with desktop music ... client iTunes, Palm has responded with webOS 1.1 -- a software update that
... The feature worked by identifying the Pre in its hardware ID as an iPod .... It was going to happen eventually. Apple has
disabled the iTunes / Pre sync feature with its 8.2.1 update ( according to the InformationWeek blog ) /

Apple Does As Many Expected: Kills Palm Pre iTunes Syncing ... In an upgrade to iTunes, which Apple claims was for "bug
fix" but ... Whether Apple wanted it or not, iTunes had a feature that allowed Pre to be synced with it.. Update: Looks like it
killed Pre sync -- now, act like you're surprised! ... iTunes 9 comes with many new features and improvements, including:.
Apple is killing iTunes on the Mac in favor of three apps: Apple Music, Apple TV and ... Some people use iTunes instead of
iCloud to sync their iPhones and Macs. That function will move to the Mac Finder. ... Coronavirus live updates: White House
says Trump hasn't been tested, doesn't show symptoms.. Palm confirms that iTunes update kills Pre sync ... Passing it along to
users as a 'feature' is pretty shady," said a user identified only as "jsz0" on .... Killing Pre's iTunes syncing, a major new
“feature” found in the latest iTunes update, was all but expected. While Apple makes no apologies .... The Palm Pre is out of
sync with Apple's iTunes software yet again. ... out Thursday evening breaks the Palm Pre's ability to sync with iTunes software.
... in June, Apple disabled the Pre's sync feature through an iTunes update.. Apple has confirmed that Palm Pre will no longer be
able to sync with iTunes versions beginning with the latest update, killing a sales feature that Palm had long .... That of course
was the ability to sync up with Apple's iTunes music software, and this is a feature that Palm themselves boasted about.... The
Palm website still claims users can “use the Palm media sync feature to ... However and iTunes update released Wednesday,
taking the application to .... The history of iTunes started in 2001. Initially conceived of as a simple music player, over time
iTunes developed into a sophisticated multimedia content manager, hardware synchronization ... iTunes lacked support for
64-bit versions of Windows until the 7.6 update on January ... "iTunes 8.2.1 fixes bugs, disses Palm Pre".. iTunes 9 Breaks Palm
Pre Sync (Again) ... social networking features, a new iTunes Store interface, and, apparently, a way to break the Pre's syncing
capability. ... Before the iTunes update, Palm's handset was able to grab .... As expected, Apple iTunes update breaks Palm Pre
sync ... Palm media sync is a feature of webOS that synchronizes seamlessly with iTunes, .... The latest iTunes update 8.2.1
breaks Palm Pre's ability to sync with Apple's music ... system on the Pre has media sync as one of its key features.
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